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ABOUT KEVIN GRAY

Kevin Gray is Dean of Trinity College and a Professor of Law in the University of Cambridge and the National University of Singapore. He was formerly Drapers’ Professor of Law in the University of London, a Senior Research Fellow in the University of Oxford and a Research Fellow in the Australian National University. After an undergraduate career at Trinity Hall, Cambridge (1969-1972), he went on to take the degrees of PhD and LLD at Cambridge and the degree of DCL at Oxford. He is a Barrister of the Middle Temple, a member of the International Academy of Comparative Law and a Fellow of the Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Study. Elected a Fellow of the British Academy in 1999, he has held numerous visiting fellowships and professorships in Australia, Europe, Japan and South Africa. He has written extensively on property law and theory, family law, human rights and the environment, and is a co-author of Gray and Gray, Elements of Land Law 5th Ed.

ABOUT THIS LECTURE

The Gifford Foundation established a Distinguished Lectureship in Real Property in 2002 to honor David L. Callies, the Benjamin A. Kudo Professor of Law, and Jerry M. Hiatt (’77), prominent Big Island attorney, for their superior work in the field of real property. The Hawai‘i law firm Starn O’Toole Marcus & Fisher has been a generous supporter of the Law School in many ways, including recent sponsorship of this Lectureship.
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2005 Lance Liebman, William S. Beinecke Professor of Law, Columbia Law School
2006 Carol Rose, Gordon Bradford Tweedy Professor Emeritus of Law and Organization, Yale Law School
2007 Susan Fletcher French, Professor of Law Emerita, UCLA School of Law
2008 Doug Kmiec, Professor of Constitutional Law and Caruso Family Chair in Constitutional Law, Pepperdine University School of Law
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